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Abstract
Data privacy is a central problem for embodied agents
that can perceive the environment, communicate with humans, and act in the real world. While helping humans
complete tasks, the agent may observe and process sensitive information of users. In this work, we introduce
privacy-preserving embodied agent learning for the task
of Vision-and-Language Navigation (VLN), where an embodied agent navigates house environments by following
natural language instructions. We propose a novel federated vision-and-language navigation (FedVLN) framework to protect data privacy during both training and preexploration, where we view each house environment as a local client. Experiment results show that, under our FedVLN
framework, the decentralized VLN model achieve comparable results with centralized training while protecting seen
environment privacy, and federated pre-exploration significantly outperforms other pre-exploration methods while
preserving unseen environment privacy.

ever, most of the existing methods assemble all the data in a
server to train a navigation agent for both seen environment
training and unseen environment pre-exploration, which is
not practical.
In this work, we propose a novel Federated Vision-andLanguage Navigation framework (FedVLN), to address the
aforementioned data privacy issues and improve the adaptation performance on unseen environments at the same time.
Specifically, on the seen environment training stage, we
treat each environment as a client. The client’s local models
will first be trained on local private data, and then the model
updates will be sent to the server for model aggregation.
During pre-exploration, we will train the clients on seen environments and unseen environments simultaneously under
federated learning paradigm, and the clients upload only the
language encoder to the server for aggregation. Under our
FedVLN framework, users do not need to share their data
with any other party, thus the privacy of training data and
inference data is protected.

2. The FedVLN Approach
1. Introduction
Real-world embodied agent interacts closely with humans and environments. Thus, the agent might receive
sensitive information during training and inference. For
example, in the task of Vision-and-Language Navigation
(VLN) [1, 3, 5, 6], the training and inference data may include private information such as what the user’s house
looks like and what the user has said. Data privacy is a
central problem for building trustworthy embodied agents
but seldomly studied before, so in this work, we introduce
privacy-preserving embodied agent learning for the task of
vision-and-language navigation.
VLN models are typically trained on seen environments
with ground-truth instruction-trajectory pairs and then deployed to unseen environments without any labeled data.
After deployment, the agent may explore the unseen environment and adapt to the new environment for better performance, which is known as pre-exploration [2, 9, 10]. How-

2.1. Decentralized Training
We first divide the VLN dataset by environments. We
treat each environment as a client, then assign a local navigation agent wi0 on each environment, which is initialized
as the same as global navigation agent w0 . At each communication round between clients and server, a certain percentage of clients will be randomly selected for training, the
local agent on each selected client will be trained for a certain number of epochs on their own data di :
wit = ClientUpdate(wt−1 , di )

(1)

Where ClientUpdate is the local training process. Then
each selected client will send the update ∆wi,t = wit −wt−1
of their model to the server, and the server will aggregate all
the models with a server learning rate η:
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Table 1. Here ST means seen environment training and PE means
pre-exploration.
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Figure 1. The framework of Federated pre-exploration.
n

Here P j nj is the proportion of the use’s sample in the
j∈ϕt
total training sample of this communication round.

2.2. Federated Pre-exploration
Pre-exploration allows the agent to explore the newly deployed environment and update itself based on the new information. Fu et al. [2] proposed environment-based preexploration, which allows each agent to train on only one
environment. It’s a private method since no data will be
shared with other parties. From the performance point of
view, for centralized training, training in all the environments can lead to a more generalized model but may hinder
the agent from better adapting to one specific environment.
For environment-based pre-exploration, the agent can focus
on one specific environment, while the limited data amount
and the distribution shift from speaker-generated instruction
and human generated instructions may hurt the generalizability on validation data.
Thus, the best solution is to maintain the generalizability
to understand language and adapt to a specific visual environment. To this end, we propose federated pre-exploration
as in Fig. 1, in which the server will only maintain a global
language encoder, which is initialized with the global encoder after decentralized VLN training. During each communication round, the server will send the global language
encoder ELt−1 to the selected clients. Then the selected
clients will update its language encoder with ELt−1 , and
train the full agent on its local data:
t−1
t−1
t
t
EL,i
, ET,i
, Mit = ClientUpdate(EL,i
, ET,i
, Mit−1 , τ, λ)
(3)
Here τ, λ means local training epochs and learning rate.
After local training, the model will send only the lant
guage encoder EL,i
to the server for aggregation. In this
way, the encoder will be jointly updated on data from all
the participated environments, thus being more generalized.
Meanwhile, to further improve the generalizability of the
language encoder, we randomly sample a fraction of seen
environments at each communication round, where agents
will also follow the training process above. The trajectory
encoding module and multi-modal decision module will

keep training locally, which can help local agents adapt to
their own environments.

3. Experiments and results
3.1. Experiment settings
We implement our federated learning framework on
Room-to-Room (R2R) [1] dataset. The dataset contains
7,189 paths from 90 environments, and each path contains
3 instructions. The environments are split into 61 environments for training and seen validation, 11 for unseen
validation, and 18 for testing. We report Success Rate
(SR), Success Rate weighted by Path Length (SPL) as goaloriented metrics, and normalized Dynamic Time Warping
(nDTW) [4] to validate the fidelity of navigation paths. We
report the results in unseen-validation set.
In our experiment, we adapt CLIP-ViL [8], which uses
CLIP [7] to improve vision and language encoding and
matching on Envdrop [9] model architecture for vision-andlanguage navigation.

3.2. Results
Decentralized training As in Table 1, in unseen validation
set, our decentralized training achieves comparable performance with centralized training.
Federated Pre-exploration Our federated pre-exploration
sharing encoder only across seen and unseen environments
achieves the best result and preserves data privacy.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we study the data privacy problems in
vision-and-language navigation on two learning scenarios:
seen environment training and unseen environment preexploration. We propose a novel federated vision-andlanguage navigation (FedVLN) framework to preserve data
privacy in both learning stages while maintaining comparable navigation performance and even outperform all previous pre-exploration methods. As the first work along this
direction, our work does not consider adversarial attacks
that can potentially recover data information from shared
local model updates, and we believe future work can consider more embodied AI tasks and defend against privacy
attacks for more data security.
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